
Sun God Replica formed two years ago when Link McLennan (singer/
songwriter/guitarist for the Bakelite Age) and Lochie Cavigan (drummer 
for the same) decided to take the best elements from 60’s/70’s heavy 
rock n roll and fuse them into a heavy garage psych band that would 
become SGR.

They opted for a three piece line-up deciding that it was a nasty, pointy 
shape as opposed to the squareness of a 4 member line-up. Besides, 
Cream were a 3 piece, and that was enough for them. They recruited 
former Monochromes member Tim Pickering (aka Lance Swagger) on 
bass to complete their power trio.

In 2011 they recorded their debut 12” LP Primitive Clockwork at 
an old morgue specially converted into a studio for the album by 
former Monochromes frontman  JJ Symon. The record received much 
critical praise but the Sun God Replica boys new they couldn’t rest 
on their artistic laurels.  Not if they wanted to create a Sun God sonic 
pandaemic.

Along with engineer Loki Lockwood from Spooky Records they sweated 
over a hot mixing desk like alchemists over a cauldron and produced 
The Devil and the Deep; a nugget of rockin’ ‘n riffin’ gold.

At the current cost of the AUD for gold, that would mean that each 
record should by rights cost close to $6000. Although we’re sure Sun 
God Replica and Spooky Records won’t charge anywhere near that. 

The Devil And The Deep is out Fri 7 Mar CD/Digital/Vinyl via Spooky
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a conversation between loki lockwood From spooky records and link mclennan,  
guitarist and lead vocalist of sun god replica.

sun god replica 
‘the devil and the deep’ track by track

loki: link what the hell are you guys gonna come up with to top primitive clockwork (Sgr’s debut lp).

link: well, number one before we even start talking about the songs I need to know that it’ll come out on 
vinyl as well as cd, just like primitive. 

loki: done. It’s hip with the kids.

link: yeah I know, right? anyway, I’ve always wanted to open an album with an anthemic rousing hymn 
with the feel of “Jeruselum” minus the christian guff.

loki: nice. go on.

link: up second we’ll have “Shut the hell up”. It’s kinda like John lennon’s cold turkey meets t-rex. 
It’s self deprecating; about repeating mistakes and being completely aware of it at the same time. It’s the 
primal versus social evolution. that’s followed by the galloping rocker “werewolves In love” a tale of two 
volatile people in love and the anxiety/inspiration involved. the next song will have a girl named Jes Ste-

vens (incidentally she’ll be working with matty rich on our albums promo video and clip for “the devil and 
the deep”) singing lead vox. It’s all about social vampires; the kinda of people that need so much attention 

that you feel like they’re draining your life essence.

loki: I once had a dog like that. that’s what turned me into a cat person.

link: right on. following that is the title song “the devil and the deep”, a creamesque track about men-
tal breakdown; an unworkable duality flux.

and to lighten the mood a bit we next have “the blinding of one eye”. this is simply about all facets of the 
media that rot the brain, bringing about a histrionic Stepford wives/husbands kinda situation. 

loki: that’s gotta be side one right?

link: correct. Side two opens with the southern style rock of muddy waters which I’d like to get you to play 
some crazy guitar at the end thanks, loki. tim (bass) and the other lochie (drums) are up for it. then we’ll 
go straight into “who’s gonna die”. this one is a similar theme to the devil and the deep but more about 

how to rectify the problem; it’s sought of rocky meets gray matter.

loki: Speaking of which, how is the noggin?

link: dark….so dark………..moving right along. “the patchwork kid” is all about a chap who is extremely 
frustrated at his inability complete anything cleanly with discipline but just manages to get by throwing 

things together like a psychedelic monkey.

loki: I’d like to get one of those. I’d call him monkadelic. he could ride my fluffiest cat like the mythical 
monkey king atop his cloud.

link: I told you that shit was strong. I procrastinate. two more tracks to go, “Shit makes Sense”, seventies 
riffage with an urge overkillesque nineties style verse. that brings me to the last track. It’s an epic by our 
standards. we’re talking the nazz and king crimson with a little fundamentalist christian bashing thrown 

in for good measure.

loki: let me at ‘em.

link: gladly. well that’s it loki. So it’s time to fire up the studio and work your magic. what say you good 
knight.

loki: me thinkst fuck yes.


